ROCK REP ENSEMBLE

Oct. 26
7 PM
Strong Aud
Rockin' Down the Highway
[Doobie Brothers]

Daniela (lead vox); Tallis (backing vox); David & Kurt (gtr);
Madison (backing vox & bass); Aaron (drums); Josh (keys)

Too Much Time on my Hands
[Styx]

Tallis (lead vox); Daniela & Madison (backing vox);
David & Jeremy (gtr); Nicola (bass);
Aaron (drums); Josh (keys)

Walk Like an Egyptian
[The Bangles]

Tallis, Daniela, Madison (lead vox); David & Jeremy (gtr);
Nicola (bass); Aaron (drums); Josh (keys)

The Wind Cries Mary
[Jimi Hendrix]

Kurt (lead vox & gtr); Madison (bass); Aaron (drums)

Paint it Black
[Rolling Stones]

David (lead vox); Kurt & David (gtr);
Nicola (bass); Aaron (drums)
Let the Good Times Roll
[Shirley & Lee]

Tallis & Daniela (lead vox); Madison (bass); Aaron (drums);
Nicola (sax); Josh (piano & sax keys)

Don’t Get Me Wrong
[The Pretenders]

Tallis (lead vox); Jeremy & Kurt (gtr); David (ac gtr);
Nicola (bass); Aaron (drums); Josh (keys)

Just What I Needed
[The Cars]

David (lead vox); Daniela & Tallis (backing vox);
Jeremy & Kurt (gtr); Nicola (bass); Aaron (drums);
Josh (keys)

Barracuda
[Heart]

Daniela (lead vox); Madison (backing vox & bass);
Kurt & Jeremy (gtr); Aaron (drums)

Crazy Train
[Ozzy Osbourne]

Tallis (lead vox); Daniela (backing vox); Madison (bass);
Jeremy & David (gtr); Aaron (drums)
For your comfort & safety, look for the exit nearest your seat. There are two exits at the front & rear of the auditorium, which, conveniently, have the word “Exit” in BIG lighted letters. You can’t miss them. E-X-I-T.

Eating & smoking are all prohibited in Strong Auditorium. Eating smoked foods is really a no-no. And you can’t smoke outside either, unless you find one of those sheds that looks like a bus stop, but is not a bus stop, but you can tell the difference as this bus-stop-which-is-not-a-bus-stop will have a lot of people smoking in it, too many to just be a coincidence.

Please turn off all phones & things that make noise, lest they disturb the pigeons.